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Innovation for customer success
”Over the past three decades GRAITEC has evolved from a dynamic and innovative 
CAD, CAE and BIM software author, delivering cutting edge technology and BIM 
implementation and support services to the AEC industry, to one of the largest 
Autodesk® Partners and Value Added Resellers in the world. 

We now have twenty six offices in all major countries around the globe making 
it easier for customers to access our unrivaled BIM deployment and customer-
centric support services. Seven of our European offices hold Autodesk® Platinum 
Partner status defining GRAITEC as one of the largest worldwide Autodesk Partners. 
This robust partnership enables GRAITEC to deliver an extensive portfolio of BIM 
software solutions and BIM implementation services across AEC, Manufacturing and 
Infrastructure industries globally.

As an independent software author we create powerful purpose-built productivity 
applications for Autodesk® Revit® and Autodesk® Advance Steel, and continue to 
sell and support Autodesk® Advance Steel and Advance Concrete worldwide under 
our ISV partnership with Autodesk®, ensuring GRAITEC  remains a leading expert in 
the structural industry. 

GRAITEC continuously pushes the boundaries of technology to achieve ultimate 
customer success and our innovative BIM solutions are breaking new ground in 
automation that looks to redefine BIM workflows and enhance our customer’s 
design experience. 

Our unique global experience enables GRAITEC to deliver an unique localized 
service by industry seasoned professionals, that exceeds customer expectations 
and promotes exceptional customer loyalty.”

Francis Guillemard, CEO and Founder GRAITEC
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Leaders first

Innovative international BIM, CAE and CAD 
software developer 

Autodesk® Platinum Partner in seven 
countries across Europe 

Global Autodesk® reseller & developer of 
productivity tools for Revit® 
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Estimated over one million projects
delivered using GRAITEC technology

Thousands of satisfied customers
in over 80 countries

Extensive BIM technology portfolio
AEC, Manufacturing & Infrastructure solutions

Proven BIM experts in delivering 
business, process, technology & service solutions 

Over ten thousand days
supporting, educating & advising customers every year

4

Over 300 experts 
                          ready to help you succeed
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Founded in 1986
by owner CEO Francis Guillemard

30 years delivering quality 
innovative CAD, BIM & design technology solutions

40% growth in 2014
compared with 2013

26 offices globally
within easy reach of our customers

Leading Autodesk® Platinum Partner
across 7 countries in Europe 

Global Autodesk® Developer Partner
delivering industry-specific performance tools
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Estimated over one million projects
delivered using GRAITEC technology

Thousands of satisfied customers
in over 80 countries

Extensive BIM technology portfolio
AEC, Manufacturing & Infrastructure solutions

Proven BIM experts in delivering 
business, process, technology & service solutions 

Over ten thousand days
supporting, educating & advising customers every year

GRAITEC launches Advance Design, 
Advance Steel and Advance 
Concrete* Suites

GRAITEC acquires : MicroCAD-UK
ERA3-Italy, Robobat-Poland 
HPC-SA-France

GRAITEC becomes Autodesk® 
Platinum Partner across Europe

Over 300 experts 
                          ready to help you succeed
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* Advance Steel and Advance Concrete were acquired by Autodesk® in November 2013 and are wholly owned by Autodesk® and are 
   available on the market as Autodesk® Advance Steel and Autodesk Advance Concrete.
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Success first

Global network
of authorized GRAITEC partners & sellers
www.graitec.com/partners

http://www.graitec.com/partners
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Specialized expertise
Autodesk® “specialized” designations make it easy for customers to find a trusted and experienced partner. Specializations 
indicate expert industry knowledge and expertise in delivering advanced customer solutions, consulting, training and support in 
the related industries. 
 
GRAITEC is certified by Autodesk in the following specializations: Building, Advanced MEP, Civil Infrastructure, Process & Power, 
Product Design & Manufacturing

A designation of confidence 
 
Autodesk® Partners are tiered based on their level of product and solutions expertise, services capability 
and overall customer satisfaction. Autodesk® Platinum Partner status is the highest, indicating a 
significant investment in consulting and development services, allowing customers to identify partners 
who have demonstrated an ability to deliver the highest level of solution expertise, service, support and 
customer satisfaction.

With seven European offices holding Autodesk® Platinum Partner status, GRAITEC is one of the largest and fastest growing 
Autodesk® Platinum Partners in the world. 
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Partners first

Steel and concrete partners
Autodesk® ISV (Independent Software Vendor) partners develop purpose-built industry specific software applications and bundle 
these with Autodesk® platform technology. Autodesk® ISV partners are recognized for their unique industry knowledge and high 
level of product and service capability. 

GRAITEC is a global Autodesk® Authorized ISV partner for:

Developing purpose-built productivity
As the original authors of Advance Steel and Advance Concrete, acquired by Autodesk in November 2013 and developed for the 
Autodesk® AutoCAD® platform, GRAITEC has been credible and long standing member of the Autodesk® developer network 
community for almost two decades.
 
With the release of its productivity extensions: GRAITEC Advance PowerPack for Autodesk® Advance Steel and Autodesk® 
Revit® platforms, GRAITEC continues its close R&D working partnership with Autodesk® to create unique solutions that benefit 
all end-users. GRAITEC apps provide enhanced workflows, stronger localized product functionality, improved productivity and 
more efficiency for Autodesk® technology users worldwide. 
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Why BIM? Why now?
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is an intelligent model-centric process that delivers immeasurable 
potential value across the entire lifecycle of a project. Synonymous with building design, the benefits 
of BIM are easily applied to every industry sector and at every stage of the process. With clear and 
measurable immediate cost savings and longer term efficiency benefits, BIM is fast becoming a mandated 
process by Governments and rapidly adopted by businesses of all types and sizes across the globe. 

Why GRAITEC?
 
GRAITEC has been delivering innovative CAD and engineering 
technologies and business support to customers for nearly 
three decades. The release of GRAITEC’s Advance Suite some 
15 years ago was one of the first to introduce an integrated 
‘engineering to CAD intelligent model-based workflow’, now 
widely recognized as ‘BIM’. 

With extensive knowledge of industry workflows and 
design processes, an unrivaled portfolio of purpose-built and 
Autodesk® technologies, and a practical approach born from 

years of experience helping businesses get more from their 
systems and people, GRAITEC remains a preferred partner-of-
choice across the AEC industry. 

GRAITEC is deeply involved in delivering a complete BIM 
solution to customers. Combining GRAITEC’s own product 
range with Autodesk® suites enables GRAITEC to deliver 
first class BIM services, from the initial audit right through to 
ongoing professional advice, long after your BIM solution has 
been implemented. 
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Product Design & Manufacturing

Bridge Engineering

AEC (Architecture, 
Engineering, Construction) Process & Power

Civil Infrastructure
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Construction first

Be part of the
      BIM revolution

Implementing BIM with success 

Discover
Successfully implementing BIM into your business requires much more than 
simply purchasing modeling software from the nearest reseller. Technically 
competent software is a factor of course but BIM implementation is different 
for each organization and done correctly, implementing BIM will positively 
impact your bottom line from the start. GRAITEC has a proven blueprint for 
working with SMEs and Blue Chip businesses that helps discover how to 
successfully transition from your ‘current environment’ to a proficient ‘BIM-
centric environment’ as efficiently as possible.  
 

Plan
GRAITEC experienced engineers work side by side with your business leaders 
to create an individual roadmap for BIM implementation that evolves your 
project processes and workflows and gradually harmonizes your company 
standards. After performing a detailed skills analysis GRAITEC will define a 
targeted training and development plan that enhances the knowledge of your 
design teams to optimize deployment and adoption.  
 

Deploy
Utilizing the customized GRAITEC BIM deployment roadmap developed around 
your specific needs and environment, including any customization, onsite 
mentoring or project-based support needs you may have, GRAITEC will work 
with you to deploy your BIM implementation at a pace that suits you.
In addition, GRAITEC will prepare guidelines for your BIM cooperation and 
interoperability with external contractors. 
 

Confirm
GRAITEC project engineers will continue to work closely with you to 
consistently evaluate new techniques and technologies, measure results 
and refine processes, all to ensure your business continuously evolves long 
after your new BIM environment is operational. Engaging GRAITEC as your 
BIM partner ensures a long-term working relationship and uncompromising 
customer satisfaction. 
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A solution for business
GRAITEC completes Autodesk® solutions with a focus on simulation and fabrication technologies 
and processes that add performance and construction intelligence to the BIM model. The real power of 
BIM goes beyond the physical characteristics of the structure. Assigning simulation results and practical 
constructability to the model, that can be utilized across all stages of the project, cultivates informed 
business decisions from the design office to the workshop.  
 
There is little point defining detailed analysis and fabrication data in the central BIM model if this information is not valued and 
fully utilized throughout the entire project lifecycle. GRAITEC technology embeds performance information deep within the BIM 
model enabling structural calculations, energy simulations and fabrication information, dynamically linked to the BIM model, to 
be automatically processed. 

GRAITEC technologies help you get the best of BIM. 

AEC (Architecture, Engineering, Construction)
GRAITEC technology is trusted by thousands of AEC 
customers to deliver some of the world’s most iconic and 
everyday structures. Servicing the AEC industry for three 
decades, it is clear to see construction values are deeply 
ingrained in its DNA. 
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Civil Infrastructure
With GRAITEC customers involved in 
some of the largest environmental and 
infrastructure projects across the globe, 
GRAITEC has a solid reputation as a 
trusted and experienced infrastructure 
partner across Europe. 

Professional Industry Memberships

Product Design & Manufacturing
Arguably one of the first Autodesk partners to specialize in 
manufacturing in the UK, GRAITEC is recognized as one of the 
most established and fastest growing technology providers to 
the manufacturing industry in the UK and Europe. 

Bridge Engineering
GRAITEC’s bridge engineering 
technology solutions are widely 
adopted by consulting engineers across 
Europe and North America to deliver 
permanent and temporary, steel and 
concrete road, rail and footbridge 
projects throughout the world.

Process & Power
From offshore rigs to recycling plants 
GRAITEC technology is heavily relied 
on by market leaders across the plant, 
process and power industries to deliver 
projects as accurately, efficiently and 
competitively as possible.

http://www.graitec.com/
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Technology first

Simulation  
GRAITEC continues its role as a leading engineering technology developer 
across Europe and North America, delivering high-end simulation and 
finite element analysis solutions for the construction, structural and civil 
engineering industries. GRAITEC is also a major Autodesk® Developer 
Partner and offers a range of productivity extensions for Autodesk® Revit® 
with a strong focus on ‘design-driven’ engineering tools to automate 
model, drawing and report creation.  

As the demand for robust seismic structures increases and the need for 
low carbon energy drives more efficient sustainable designs, GRAITEC 
simulation software systems and extensions for Revit® offer technically 
advanced performance, materials optimization and workflow automation 
to American, Canadian, and Eurocodes covering a wide range of structures.

Fabrication  
Fabrication companies have been utilizing model-based technology (BIM) 
to increase accuracy and automate drawing and production processes 
for almost two decades. Today, BIM is more commonly accepted and as 
it takes center stage it won’t be long before BIM-to-fabrication is more 
widely practiced without a single drawing or schedule being produced. 
Manufacturers will also be faced with significantly more intelligent project 
information to manage.  

GRAITEC Fabrication Management Information Systems (MIS) manage 
digital manufacturing and production data, derived directly from the 
BIM model, promoting a controlled and efficient steel and reinforcement 
manufacturing process. Integrating GRAITEC MIS software helps decipher 
and visualize production-rich data in a way that relates specifically to 
the services and capabilities of your facility, enabling complete control of 
your business with fabrication sequences optimized, production capacity 
increased and overheads minimized.

Innovative 
       technology 
drives your 
              business
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Professional quality training
With over ten thousand days a year spent educating users, GRAITEC training courses are delivered to 
an exceptionally high standard by product and industry experienced experts in well-equipped first class 
facilities. GRAITEC delivers a wide range of technical training courses to large and small companies 
alike, on and off site or at any of its 26 branches or network of offices worldwide, ensuring professional 
training is within easy reach of your office. 

GRAITEC also proudly carries Autodesk® Authorized Training Center (ATC) status as a clear reflection of quality that distinguishes 
GRAITEC from other training providers. The key to successful tuition lies in the experience and skill of your mentor which is why 
businesses looking to acquire new abilities, upskill design teams or embark on a migration to BIM journey, choose GRAITEC with 
confidence as their professional mentoring partner.

2 www.graitec.com11

Project mentoring and consultancy
GRAITEC has established a long and successful history working with 
organizations, business owners and managers to clearly visualize and 
understand the steps needed to realize their business objectives. Whether 
it is evolving legacy processes, up-skilling staff, utilizing the right 
technology (in the right way), or designing and developing purpose built, 
all-singing-all-dancing automated end-to-end solutions to get that jump on 
your competitors, GRAITEC offers a full range of consultancy services and 
on-the-job project mentoring programs to help you reach your full potential.

Advanced support services  
GRAITEC’s professional customer support services ensure today’s fast paced 
businesses optimize their performance, minimize downtime and focus their 
resources to meet ever tighter project deadlines. 

Driven by its own demanding values, GRAITEC’s ambition is to deliver a 
complete customer experience which not only exceeds expectations but 
sets new standards for quality and support services across the industry. 
Every aspect of the customer engagement process, from manned 
helpdesks to remote product assistance is professionally delivered by 
industry-leading specialist engineers with real world experiences and 
expert product knowledge.

Relying on GRAITEC to support your business gives your staff access to a 
wealth of experienced support personnel, dedicated services and complete 
peace of mind.

Authorised Training Centre

Authorized Training Centre

http://www.graitec.com/
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Design and visualization services
Build a deeper understanding between your ideas and your clients’ 
needs as GRAITEC expert 3D artists transform your sketches, drawings, 
projects and designs into stunning visualizations, animations and digital 
content with an elegance and professionalism. View, analyze and even 
sequence your architectural, mechanical, plant or infrastructure project 
before construction with accurate 3D visuals. GRAITEC’s visualization artists 
use the latest technologies to create fully photo-realistic and stylistic 3D 
renders of your designs to the highest quality.  

Intelligent IT services 
 
Your IT infrastructure, including computer hardware and networking 
services, essentially forms the backbone of your organization’s ability to 
operate effectively. GRAITEC’s range of professional services goes beyond 
the ‘design process’ and includes high-end computer hardware and related 
advisory and technical support services ensuring your environment 
is completely optimized to meet your business’ current and future 
needs. Several GRAITEC offices deliver a range of exclusive solutions to 
engineering and design companies of all sizes and across a wide spectrum 
of industry sectors, that ensures downtime is minimized and productivity 
optimized. 

Custom software development  
The GRAITEC R&D Center has extensive experience developing bespoke 
applications to meet the specific automation needs of SMEs and Blue Chip 
clients. Using the very latest programming techniques and cutting-edge 
technology, the GRAITEC R&D Center delivers numerous purpose-built 
applications for all types of clients. 

From fine-tuning Autodesk® software (AutoCAD®, Revit®, Inventor®,...)  
to developing high-end integrated business solutions, the GRAITEC R&D 
Center offers an assortment of on-demand software development services 
that improve efficiency, save time, increase profitability and assure an 
unrivaled competitive advantage.  
 

Service first

Get more from
         your 
      technology
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Driven to achieve customer satisfaction
GRAITEC is constantly driven to deliver complete customer satisfaction. Every aspect of the customer 
engagement process, from initial needs analysis to onsite customized project-based training, is an 
opportunity for GRAITEC personnel to eloquently impress its strong company values in a way which 
nurtures long term customer loyalty. 
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Manchester Road Bridge, Bradford, UK 
Design office: Briton Fabricators Ltd   Architect office: Briton Fabricators Ltd

“Using Advance Steel from GRAITEC gave us the means to generate both the model and associated detailed 

drawings of a complex structure that we would not have been able to complete using AutoCAD® alone, 

particularly to the level of accuracy that was achieved.” 

Andrew Pont, Draughtsman. Briton Fabricators Ltd
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AZ Tower, Brno, Czech Republic  
Design office: JAPE-projekt   Architect office: Architektonická kancelář Burian - Křivinka

“This project was interesting for its shape, especially for its sloped pattern facade with many holes and 

openings. After exploring the possibilities of available softwares, we chose Advance Concrete from GRAITEC. 

Multi-User mode in Advance Concrete enabled multiple engineers to work on the model simultaneously.“

Ing. Jan Perla, Managing Director, JAPE-projekt
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Capital Gate, Abu Dhabi 
Design office: Waagner-Biro Stahlbau AG   Architect office: RMJM Dubai 

“The Capital Gate project was a big challenge concerning geometrics, construction, detailing and assembly. 

Advance Steel from GRAITEC increased the productivity in engineering and participating departments due to 

its 3D abilities and the possibilities of comprehensive programming.“

DI Gert Weimann, Head of Construction, Waagner-Biro Stahlbau AG 
 
Cover

Cluj Arena Stadium, Cluj-Napoca, Romania 
Design office: Cluj-Napoca Technical University, Dico and Tiganas Office Design Cluj-Napoca, 
Bogart Construct Cluj-Napoca, DAS Engineering Group

Architect office: Dico and Tiganas Office Design Cluj-Napoca
“It is more than a stadium; it is the new landmark of the city in which we managed to capture the passion, 

the emotions and most of all, spirit of fair-play thanks to GRAITEC technology.”

Florin Dico, Engineer, Dico and Tiganas Office Design 
Page 9/10

ARS Electronica Center, Linz Austria 
Design office: Grömer Stahl GmbH   Architect office: Treusch Architecture ZT GmbH 
“Advance Steel processed the entire 3D model data and accelerated all document creation saving an enormous 

amount of time and ensuring all-around drawing consistency.” 

Mr. Moser, Project Manager. Gromer Stahl GmbH
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Satisfaction first

10 out of 10 
GRAITEC customers are encouraged to rate the service they have received. 
All feedback is carefully monitored and applied to highlight areas of 
exceptional service with anything obtaining a score less than 10/10 
considered an ‘area for improvement’. This high standard is expected 
across the business and GRAITEC constantly informs and educates staff to 
deliver the best possible experience to all customers.

Brochure published by GRAITEC Innovation Communications Division.

GRAITEC and GRAITEC product logos are registered trademarks of GRAITEC Innovation SAS.

Autodesk®, AutoCAD® and Revit® are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk® Inc., 
in the USA and other countries.

Other brands and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
Reproducing part or all of this publication is prohibited. Contact Communications Corporate 
division of GRAITEC Innovation for any use.

Copyright © GRAITEC Innovation SAS - April 2015 - Non contractual document
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Your success
  is our success

passionate about people
driven by innovation

inspiring next-generation technology 
delivering unrivaled performance 
dedicated to achieving customer 

satisfaction
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Tel. : +39 45 207 79 48
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GRAITEC Czech Republic - Prague
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ail: graitec@
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GRAITEC Czech Republic - Brno
Tel. : +420 538 728 742
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ail: graitec@
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